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Information for Lip Procedure
DO NOT PICK OR SCRATCH THE TREATED AREA! This can cause complications, such as scarring, hyper-pigmentation or infection.
Keep ointment (Blot)on area religiously for up to 10-14 days. Lips must remain moist at all times. No rubbing, friction or spicy
foods.
Fever Blisters
If you have ever had a fever blister or cold sore, you will almost certainly break out with fever blisters on your lips after any lip
procedure. To help prevent this from occurring, it is absolutely essential that you obtain a prescription for an anti-viral medication
and take as prescribed for at least one week prior to the procedure. As an alternative to this prescription, you may obtain the amino
acid L-Lysine from the drug store and take as directed for at least one week prior to the procedure. Failure to follow this
recommendation may result in a breakout of fever blisters, which may last up to six weeks.
Pigment Retention
I sincerely hope that you are one of the very few lucky individuals who get perfect results with only one application of your
permanent makeup. However, that is the exception rather than the rule. You will most likely need at least two or three applications
for a finished look.
It is extremely difficult to deposit permanent pigment into the tissue of the lips, since lips do not have pores like the rest of the skin
on your face. On average, a permanent lip coloring procedure must be repeated twice after the initial application. The second and
third applications can be performed at three week intervals; however one month between applications is preferred for maximum
effectiveness. Under no circumstances can an application be repeated within a time frame of less than two weeks. The lip tissue is
not ready to accept new pigment in such a short period of time.
A few days after your initial pigment application, your lips may appear the same as they were before the procedure or that 50% of
the applied pigment has disappeared. The color may even look blotchy. This is due to the fact that the pigment may take in some
areas and not in others. This can easily be remedied during the follow up visits. You might feel that you just paid to have your lips
colored and have received nothing in return. This is not the case. The skin layers beneath the top layer of your lips have been
saturated with pigment. After each follow up visit, you will notice a much greater saturation of pigment.
Since each person has a different chemical and genetic makeup, it is impossible to tell in advance how much pigment retention you
can expect with each application and how many applications you will ultimately need. I promise to provide 100% pigment saturation
with each application, but the amount you retain is unpredictable.
Please remember that the amount of pigment you retain or lose after each application is not a reflection of the quality of the work,
but a reflection of each individual’s chemical and genetic makeup.
More Information About Softap™
The Softap™ pigments do not contain any artificial dyes, such as FD&C or D&C dyes. Softap™ has been specifically designed to make
lips look fuller and natural.
Softap™ colors are for:

•
•
•
•

Clients who have pale lips and want to restore a natural, but brighter color.
Clients who have irregular shaped lips and want their same color extended into the skin slightly for balance.
Clients who want a natural looking lip liner.
Clients who have very thin lips and want fuller looking lips.

